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SYNOPSIS

Charly Matteï has turned his back on his life as an outlaw. For the last three years, he's led a peaceful
life devoting himself to his wife and two children.
Then, one winter morning, he's left for dead in the parking garage in Marseille's Old Port, with 22
bullets in his body.
Against all the odds, he doesn't die...
This film is a work of fiction inspired by real‐life events in the world of the Marseille mafia.

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD BERRY

What made you want to adapt Franz‐Olivier Giesbert's book?
In the same way that comedy is an incredible vehicle for certain ideas, thrillers can also give you
pause to reflect on certain issues. In the story of a guy, who was allegedly a mafia godfather in
Marseille, who was left for dead in 1977 in a parking lot in Cassis, but who survived the shooting
earning himself the nickname "The Immortal", I saw an incredibly strong subject and an amazing
adventure. Going from gangster to immortal is a pretty astounding feat.
I situated the film beyond the anecdote. It gave me a chance to talk about identity, the central theme
of most of my films. You can never shake off your culture, origins and history... To other people,
you'll always be the Breton, the Jew, the Arab, the Chinaman or whatever. And between the desire
to integrate and our ability to accept people, there's often a huge gulf. In 22 Bullets, we're dealing
with a gangster who has retired from the life and who is redeeming himself by living a quiet life with
his wife and children, while accepting that he'll never be as rich that way. Eventually, his past catches
up with him in the shape of Zacchia, his childhood friend. They'd sworn to stick together in life and in
death, but Zacchia is motivated by a theory that is no less true and totally rational: "When you have
blood on your hands, it never washes off. Evil is evil. It's within us. You have to accept it." Their
completely contrasting approaches made me want to make a movie based on their story, but not in a
didactic way, telling audiences who's right and who's wrong. In the underworld, like in the police
department, there are good guys and morons. They're human beings first and foremost, before
they're cops or hoodlums. So Marina Foïs's character, the female cop, is still looking for closure after
her husband's death because the investigation never found any proof against the gangsters who did
it. They are untouchable. And, of course, her personal perspective is completely different than her
professional one. It's that human reality, those paradoxes, that I wanted to see on the screen.
Similarly, I wanted each hoodlum who dies to be a man with a story, a family. These are
contradictions that shine true humanity on the film.

How did you set about achieving that aim?
I bought the rights to Franz‐Olivier Giesbert's book, but I only used part of the novel in the end. Some
people will find the movie very true to the reality of the underworld. I conducted my own
investigation, which I can't talk about in great detail because I met a lot of people in total secrecy. I
spent weeks on end in Marseille and gradually, I met a woman who knew a man and so on... Discreet
meetings in cafés, where I heard stories that fleshed out the story or certain characters.

What happened when you met The Immortal, the notorious Jacky Imbert?
Franz was the go‐between. Jacky was obviously the first person I wanted to meet. The movie isn't the
story of his life. I take one event and build a fictional life around it. That fiction is based on the reality

of life in the underworld, but it isn't the reality of Jacky's or anybody else's daily life. It's fiction based
on fact.
Our first meeting took place one summer's evening nearly three years ago. I found myself in the
company of a very funny, quite mysterious and very tight‐lipped character. He saw what he'd been
through from a very human perspective‐‐friendships, backstabbing. He said, "That attempt on my life
destroyed me when I was only 47 years old. Now, I'm an invalid. I've lost the use of my right hand
and my body is racked with pain." But the worst thing for him, his biggest wound, was the betrayal. I
soon understood that, as he did for Franz's book, Jacky wanted to stay well out of the story I wanted
to tell.

But you asked to see him again...
Yes, that didn't stop me meeting with him during his trial for racketeering, a charge that went back
15 years. He'd already spent 18 months in custody. So 6 months after our first meeting, I turned up
at the courthouse and was astonished by the number of photographers and TV crews. Actually, I was
struck by the charisma of this guy, whose hair is completely white and who dresses all in black. As I
followed the trial, I discovered an intelligent man who defended himself and explained things with a
lot of humor. I also began to understand the situation he was in, prey to so many rumors. He's a
victim of his reputation as a "dangerous" man.
After the trial, we had dinner together and met up often. He's as silent as the grave‐‐never gives a
name or even a nickname and says things that found their way into the movie, such as, "Heavenly
justice works faster than justice on earth" or "The hitmen were wearing hoods. That's murder. You
settle your scores with your face unmasked" or "The cops took me in for jobs I didn't do. For the jobs
I did, they never came near me." Today, he's a guy who just wants to live the rest of his life quietly.

He trusted you right away?
Yes, because, without asking anything, he knows it's not the story of his life. But I hope the movie
rings true overall. It's not an Italian or American mafia movie transposed to Marseille. I root the film
in the reality of the French mafia, the Marseille mafia, which is a distinct part of local culture. There's
a line in the movie telling the story of how, in the 18th century, Louis XIV turned the canons of two
forts onto the city of Marseille. On set, the mayor of Marseille, Jean‐Claude Gaudin, kept saying that
he didn't want another movie showing Marseille as a mafia hub. But the fact is, I spent over a year in
Marseille and, in that time, there were an amazing number of gangland killings. Every time I recced a
location, there was a bunch of flowers "In memoriam..." That doesn't stop the city developing, and it
will be European Capital of Culture in 2012, but the reality is there and has been a long time. I
wanted that to appear on screen. That's why all the supporting actors I cast are local actors who
speak with a genuine Marseille accent.

But you don't emphasize the links between politicians and the mafia. Why?

Until the late 80s, those links existed between local politics and the underworld. My film's set in the
present day, so I only allude to them in the scene at the wedding of Zacchia's "spiritual son". The
audience sees that all these guys were in contact with very senior politicians. I had other more
explicit scenes, but they hark back to bygone times and that wasn't my angle, especially as
relationships between politicians and gangsters are not what they were. As I explain in the movie,
today, drugs are where it's all at, and drugs are available to smalltime crooks as well as major‐league
gangsters. You never see the kingpins because they have representatives who have representatives
who have representatives... all the way down the economic ladder to the street‐corner dealers who
sell a couple of kilos and are ready to kill for no good reason at all, whoever it is they're facing. The
mafia's pyramid hierarchy no longer exists, so having links with politicians has become redundant.

Tell us how you set about writing with Mathieu Delaporte and Alexandre de la Patellière once
you'd done your research and chosen your angle on the story?
As usual, I wrote a first draft on my own to give it the tint I wanted. With several writers, the script
can go off in different directions and I'm scared the film will slip through my fingers. Once I've laid
down the main themes, I can start the technical job of structuring the story with Mathieu and
Alexandre, two remarkable and smart writers. But I don't let them near the keyboard! (laughs)
What's on screen is what's on the page, so it has to come from me and nobody else. I'm very
demanding in this phase, a pain in the butt, you could say. I like to keep the story bubbling under, so
it's told by juxtapositions as much as by what's in the scene. For me, the end of one scene and start
of the next have real meaning, so I work very hard on the transitions. I also like writing dialogue. At
the same time, Mathieu and Alexandre kept coming up with ideas and I used their suggestions to
polish the script. They were easy to work with, passionate and perspicacious. At the end, I went over
the dialogue one last time with Eric Assous.

How did you choose the leads?
Just as I try to write real characters in real situations, I cast the film so that it will be credible. For the
three main male characters, who are three childhood friends, I needed two "old‐timers" and a
younger guy. Jean Reno and Kad Merad on the one hand, and Jean‐Pierre Darroussin on the other,
were just the obvious choices.

Why Jean Reno to play "The Immortal"?
Jean was there at the beginning of the project. We're good friends. After I, Cesar... he was one of the
first actors to ask me to cast him in a movie. But I can't write for someone. The story that I have in
mind has to be the right fit. But I had nothing in mind that fitted with Jean. I started working on an
adaptation of Philippe Claudel's La petite fille de Mr Linh, which unfortunately didn't get off the
ground. Then the story of "The Immortal" came along, and I immediately thought it was a role for
Jean. He has the humanity of a guy who's looking for redemption, but looks like he could once have
been a major gangster. Jean has the depth of someone with a past, and strength that could

potentially be very dangerous for someone. The quiet man. Also, as he confirms in the movie, he's a
wonderful actor. In 22 Bullets, his performance is quite extraordinary.

Why Kad Merad to play Zacchia, who sends his hitmen after "The Immortal"?
Zacchia is a multi‐faceted character. He is, in turn or even simultaneously, charismatic, likable,
temperamental and nuts. He can go off the wall at any moment. Once again, I immediately thought
of Kad because he has one of the character's vital traits, genuine kindness, and because, although
he's given acclaimed performances in movies like Don't Worry, I'm Fine, he's never played a character
who scares people. I wanted to light the fuse and see what happened. I chose to take a likable actor
and push him towards craziness, rather than an actor who looks like a nutcase and give him a veneer
of humanity. It's fascinating to show those facets of one character. For a moment, you think you can
be pals with the guy, and then he turns totally scary. Kad was the right person to capture that range
of feelings.

And, to complete the trio, Jean‐Pierre Darroussin?
Jean‐Pierre and I have known each other ages, we've made three or four movies together and I get
on really well with him. He's the ultimate nice guy, honest, loyal, trustworthy—a Robert Duvall
without the hint of danger—precisely like the last member of the trio, more withdrawn and cowardly
than Jean's very calm character and Kad's on‐edge character. We show those traits in the flashbacks
to their younger days.

Amidst all these men, you cast Marina Foïs to play the cop leading the investigation...
Marina is an actress I've adored for a long time and I wanted to see her in a more realistic setting. 22
Bullets proves that she's a great actress with incredible range. Her character isn't as crazy as in
Darling, nor as offbeat as in Les Robins des Bois. She's incredible in an extremely grounded role, she
likes to take direction and she responds immediately, so I could push her really far in certain scenes.
That's an enormous pleasure for a director.

You and rapper Joey Starr also make brief appearances. Why?
In the movie, there's a mystery surrounding the eighth man in the group that shot Jacky. The idea
was that the audience shouldn't immediately guess his identity. I fought to have well‐known faces in
minor roles to increase the possibilities. That explains my role and that of Joey Starr as Pistachio. Of
course, the actors had to be credible in the roles they play, and I think Joey is a wonderful actor. He
was astonishingly true to life in Le bal des actrices. Also, we've known each other a long time. I met
him before he even became Joey Starr and I like him a lot. On top of that, the camera loves him.

How do you work with your actors?
Before the shoot, I do read‐throughs with the whole cast and on set I take the time to rehearse the
scene with them while the crew sets up the shot. I always prepare a very detailed shot breakdown,
so the technicians know exactly what I want, leaving me to focus on the actors. Most often, I stand
right behind the camera, in range of my actors. They know I expect them to know their lines
perfectly. I don't want any hesitations because they don't know what they're supposed to be doing. I
give a lot of direction, driving them hard to get the best out of them. For the scene where Jean begs
Marina to help him, I'd been on Jean's case for weeks beforehand, focusing on him so he'd be like a
diamond that we'd cut to its purest state with each take. I kept asking him to go even further, to
deactivate the automatic pilot. It was easy for me because we go back 35 years and I know what he
can do, and he wanted to do it. I asked him to learn his lines and work out for the physical scenes
where there wouldn't be a stunt‐double. And he got there. He got into shape and reached the truth
in its purest form.

What are your major considerations when you're directing?
This movie had to be both truthful and slick, which may seem like a contradiction in terms, but that's
what I was after. To see how we did it, we have to go back to The Black Box, my previous film, which
wasn't at all rooted in reality, because we were in the head of a coma victim. To capture that effect, I
used short lenses and extreme composition to achieve shots that looked almost like paintings. I
visited all my fantasies and obsessions. In 22 Bullets, without neglecting esthetic considerations, I
worked with longer lenses to increase the realism and used a handheld camera with the shutter at
45°, which is tighter than usual, as in the kidnapping scene in the street, to give a sense of snatched,
true‐to‐life images impregnated with a sense of panic. I had to be careful not to go too far the other
way—I don't like the jerky look of so many movies today, it's facile and pointless. My only aim was to
tell each scene as it should be, not to use spectacular effects for the sake of it. The camera is almost
never still, we're always moving, even if only slightly—a sideways tracking shot, push‐in or crane
movement.

Did the movie change a lot in editing?
No. I didn't cut any scenes, just shaved a little off here and there. The first rough cut was 125 minutes
and we're now down to 114 minutes including the end credits. All my movies have been like that. To
use the diamond metaphor again, the more you polish them, the better they look. Less is more! I
talked about this with Luc (Besson) and he said, "I never wondered why I cut something out of one of
my movies, but I often regretted not cutting something else."

Why did you choose Klaus Badelt to compose the score?
I worked with the music of James Newton Howard in mind. I admire his work greatly. That set the
standard very high because he's a composer who switches between genres with astonishing ease. He
and Alexandre Desplat were the first people I contacted—I was lucky that my producers gave me a

free hand—but neither of them was free. Then I turned to Howard Shore, who's worked with
Scorsese, Cronenberg and on Lord of the Rings. He agreed to do it after reading the script but, oddly,
when we tried to put some of his music to the scenes in the editing suite, it didn't work. I tried again
and again, in vain. Then I realized Howard Shore's music competes with the opera music. He works
mainly with strings using very classical foundations, so it couldn't work with this movie. I had two
options left: Harry Gregson‐Williams and Klaus Badelt, whose work on Premonition and Constantine I
really liked and who reminds me musically of James Newton Howard. Somebody recommended that
I listen to his score for Pour elle. It was very minimalist, but beautiful and pure. I also like when he's
more flamboyant, like on Pirates of the Caribbean 3. Then I heard he was on a rare trip to Paris, so I
met him and showed him the movie. I had the intense joy and shock of hearing him say, "I'm asking
you to let me work on your movie. I love it!" When such a talented person sends you emails and calls
to say he's sure he could do a wonderful job on the picture, it becomes a no‐brainer. He wasn't
lying—he's done a wonderful job. We recorded at Abbey Road with a marvelous string section. It was
an amazing moment. That's when I realized why he insisted on doing 22 Bullets. It gave him the
chance to compose flamboyantly, like on Pirates of the Caribbean, while creating real emotion with
simple, pure feelings, and so work with a range of tones, which doesn't happen very often.

How do you feel a few weeks before the film's release?
Obviously, I'm very attentive to how the film will be received because it's very dear to my heart, and
I'd like Jacky Imbert to be touched when he sees it and for audiences to be moved, to be able to
relate to something even if the story is far removed from their own experience. It's about the way
people look at you and accept you, or not. And the way you look at other people. The way they can
feel excluded from microcosms of society that they want to belong to.
And more personally, with this movie, I feel I've pushed on both as a writer and director. Although
my films have always had a good press, this time I'll be even more attentive to it than usual.

FILMOGRAPHY (Director)
2010 L'IMMORTEL (22 Bullets)
Screenplay Richard BERRY, Matthieu DELAPORTE and Alexandre de la PATELLIERE
Based on the novel of the same name by Franz-Olivier GIESBERT
2005 LA BOÎTE NOIRE (The Black Box)
Screenplay Eric ASSOUS and Richard BERRY
Based on the novel of the same name by Tonino BENACQUISTA.
2003 MOI CÉSAR 10 ANS 1/2, 1M39 (I, Cesar...)
2000 L'ART (DÉLICAT) DE LA SÉDUCTION
Based on "Kurtz" by Jean-Marc AUBERT

Charly Matteï: "The Immortal"

JEAN RENO

What other French actor could play a living legend of the Marseille mafia, a "godfather" who
miraculously escapes death on his quest for redemption? With this role, the star of The Big Blue also
achieved a certain fulfillment. Anything but a coincidence...

What appealed to you about the role of Charly Matteï?
His quest for redemption, as scripted by Richard Berry. It's always difficult to escape your
environment and your past. The price to pay can be very high. It takes time, anyway, to understand
where you're going. Charly Matteï chooses substance over style—his boat, wife and son over
mountains of cocaine, the bling and the clichés. He goes back to the basics, and after the attempt on
his life, he protects his family.

Richard Berry wrote this role for you. Does that mean the movie's also about friendship between a
director and an actor?
Richard produced a wonderful script based on Franz‐Olivier Giesbert's book, so it was difficult to say
no. He identified it as a role for me. To be honest, we've known each other a long time and often
discussed working together. We go back to Elie Chouraqui's Mon premier amour. After that, we were
both in Planchon's production of Andromaque in Lyon, just after The Big Blue, when I was fighting
not to be typecast. Richard and I meet up often and speak on the phone. He's a friend. And he's
someone who doesn't label people. He's receptive to so many things, and like me he enjoys taking
new directions. Deep down, I get on well with people for whom you'd happily step off the beaten
path.

Did your friend surprise you as a director?
I gave myself over to him. It sounds stupid, but I think he really likes me! You can't direct without
that benevolence. We didn't talk about it for hours or days on end. It's like a couple—there's an
immediate implicit understanding. In any case, you don't pass on knowledge by yelling through a
bullhorn. On set, Richard guides you very smartly. He sets very high standards, because he knows
what he wants and he won't let anything go. I was surprised by that—seeing in him one of the
qualities of a great director. Richard could work with De Niro tomorrow, no problem. Simply because
he has a great eye.

22 Bullets isn't just a director‐star vehicle. How did you get on with the other actors, Kad Merad,
Jean‐Pierre Darroussin and Marina Foïs, who come from many different horizons? Were you in
some way their "godfather"?
When I arrive on set, I have a good idea of "how" we're going to get somewhere and "how far" we're
going to go. Generally, I say to myself, "It's a dream and I want the dream to go here." I think the
others sense that and position themselves in relation to the person who's asking the most. The aim is
to achieve concordance between the characters and our aims. Even so, for me, a movie is about
working with others. A group effort. You only reach it through humility. That's why you have to take
it nice and easy, be sure the angle, the rhythm and the moment are right. Marina's performance, for
example, is exceptional. She's a bright, talented actress—she's so restrained with her character, nails
it completely. Like Kad. He let himself go and he's really good. I even think he'll be surprised when he
sees himself on screen. Basically, we formed a kind of tribe on this movie.

It seems like the movie even surprised you. Where would you position it in your long and
prestigious filmography?
I saw the film at Hallowe'en, on vacation with my family. I have five kids, young and old. They were
choking with emotion, honestly. I was so happy to see that and, at the same time, it hurts because I
realize that for me 22 Bullets is not just a great movie, it's a movie that makes me take stock of my
life and career. The lesson is that if you don't get it right with the right person, well, you keep trying,
but sparks like that are very rare. At my age, the question is, what's my place in French cinema? That
sounds pretentious, after just playing a character nicknamed "The Immortal", but even that is
indicative of something. The fact is, the character has a revolver, he has a sense of humor and, at the
same time, he's bleeding inside. It seems to me I share all of those facets. And Richard has them in
his directorial eye, too.

22 Bullets is a film noir and you talk about it very seriously. When you're taking stock, is there still
room for pleasure in your approach to acting?
Pleasure comes when everybody else is happy. On set, I wouldn't say I'm having fun. The idea that
people might not like it petrifies you. It removes any pleasure you may feel. Sure, we're not down a
mine, or fighting a bull, or at war, but it means something to tell the story of a man and his destiny.
On top of that, I met the man my character is based on, Jacky Imbert. Believe me, after that, you
don't put yourself in someone's shoes lightly. It's a responsibility. Shooting 22 Bullets also made me
even more aware of how strong my friendship is with Richard. I'd like to see what a comedy with him
and me would be like. A comedy with heart, of course!
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Kasdan

Tony Zacchia

KAD MERAD
Going up against "The Immortal" wearing the black suit of a Marseille mafia godfather is the star of
massive hits The Chorus and Welcome to the Sticks. Scary, unpredictable, dangerous—it's his
meanest role ever.

Kad Merad acting in a thriller will surprise some people. Are you a fan of the genre? Is that why
you agreed to do it?
Above all, it was new and very tempting, or even exciting. Actors are very playful. We're all children.
Even if, deep down, I wasn't sure I could do it. I said so to Richard Berry when he offered me the part.
I don't rush out to see gangster movies, but films like Goodfellas, Scarface and Carlito's Way—with
their hoodlums and thugs—are fascinating. They're extremely cruel guys, outlaws that you can't
identify with, but I guess I maybe know some without realizing it! Who knows? But if you wind up at
dinner with a guy like that, he probably has a little something different in his eye.

Did that twinkle in the eye inspire your performance or did you draw on legendary movie
gangsters?
When you play a gangster like Zacchia, dressed in black, living in a huge house, you obviously think of
Scarface. So obviously, I thought of Pacino! But it's totally unconscious because there aren't so many
different ways to approach the role of a godfather who inspires fear and pity. Fortunately, I could
lean on the fact that he stammers, gets migraines and is a hypochondriac. Otherwise, he's a regular
gangster. I remember something Richard said: "He's a charming guy, loves his family, is attractive to
women... but you don't wanna cross him. There's something burning him up deep down." He'll kill in
cold blood, so he's unpredictable and dangerous, too.

It sounds as if you're surprised you were offered the part...
I remember asking Richard why he wanted me to do it. We're all pigeon‐holed or labeled, and my
label is that I'm a regular Joe. And a clown, maybe. Of course, I've played dramatic roles, but nothing
that involved guns! Even if it's a movie, you have to seem credible. You must never cross the line into
ridicule. So, yes, it was tough, in the sense that, on set, I needed to get to a place that I rarely ever
go.

More withdrawn, more introspective?

Generally, before a shoot, I let the role grow inside me and then, when I get on set, if I know how to
approach the first scene, the rest comes naturally. On this movie, every day was a fresh start. I was
very tense, and exhausted at the end of each day.

So you felt extra pressure?
For me and Marina Foïs—we talked about this before the shoot—a movie like this is very important.
We're aware that people will be expecting us to trip up. And we want to make Richard happy. He's a
very good director, very precise. You sense that he knows where he's taking you. If he'd given us the
chance to veer off course, it wouldn't have been at all the same movie. But there were no problems
and everybody was very professional.

Tell us about working with Jean Reno. Your characters are childhood friends and rivals, your scenes
together are very intense, especially the key moment at the end.
22 Bullets was made for Jean. He knows the character, he can play redemption—he has the range
and density for it. Jean's a solid guy and very charismatic. The final scene in the kitchen was like being
in a dream. You feel like calling your friends up to come take a photo of you with him. Jean has been
a legend since The Big Blue. He's an international star. I was in L.A. recently and he's as well known
over there as in France. It means a lot to me to work with him.

And to work in Marseille, a city you know well?
My wife was born in Marseille, my sister lives there, my brother has a restaurant there and I have a
house there. I pretty much live there. It's a wonderful, very cinematic town. You're a boat ride away
from Frioul, where it's like the sun sets over the sea just for you. Unfortunately for its inhabitants,
Marseille is often associated with gangster movies and thrillers. I can understand them being sick of
it, but at the same time, that's how it was. Even if the movie is only based on the lives of Jacky Imbert
and co., it couldn't have been shot anywhere else.
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Detective Marie Goldman

MARINA FOÏS

For her first appearance in a genre movie, Marina Foïs plays a very modern woman: an enigmatic,
obstinate and rebellious detective. Caught up by demons of the past, she juggles constantly with her
ideals, disappointments and responsibilities as a single mother.

What appealed to you about this movie? Playing a cop in a film noir?
If you're going to be in a genre movie, why not play the detective! Actually, I played a cop in Ilan
Duran Cohen's movie, Le plaisir de chanter, but that was more about espionage in the corridors of
power. The challenge, here, was to find my own way of saying, "You're under arrest!" Everybody's
heard it a thousand times—so I had to avoid the TV movie feeling, whose codes everyone knows so
well. There must have been takes, in fact, where I was pitch perfect for a TV cop movie!

That's where the director steps in...
Yes, and the other thing that appealed to me was the way Richard Berry described my character to
me, saying, "I want her to be enigmatic." That fires your imagination, because her whole life story
plays out even if it's not up there on screen.

How did you construct the "enigma" of your character?
What interested both Richard and I in this character is her struggle to reconcile the difficulties that
real women in real life face—and aren't necessarily very cinematic—and the world she's thrown into,
which people can't really identify with. I'm friends with a cop who captured a serial killer, Francis
Heaulme. He told me that during investigations, or after interrogations with major criminals, when
you get a close‐up glimpse of incomprehensible violence, your reflex is to cling to an everyday
reality—just going into a café to order a coffee surrounded by normal people doing normal things.
Even so, it's easy to understand the effect of the adrenalin rush... even for a junior detective like
Marie. What's more, she has very personal motives—not revenge necessarily, but a need to see
justice be done to help get over her husband's murder.

Your character certainly avoids the cliché of the infallible detective...

Yes, people like her are interesting because they constantly have to compromise their ideals. I guess
people join the police department with a certain personal ethic. Then, faced with reality and the
judicial system, some obviously have to scale back their teenage dreams. And, of course, my
character has just lost her husband, who was an undercover cop probably murdered by the mafia.
She's forced to wonder just how far she should go, what risks she can take, now that she's raising
their child on her own. She's definitely torn between the need for detachment and obligation for
commitment, while fighting the temptation to over‐commit. That dilemma makes the character very
interesting, even if it's not central to the movie.

The director must be vital to striking the right balance. Is it different when the director is also an
actor?
In any case, I always place my trust in the director. I go where they ask me to go. Richard Berry
knows exactly what he's looking for, and I think that he wants his actors to exist really, not just show
that they exist. He wants something very ordinary, which I like. He enjoys the sense of catching the
characters at a moment in their daily or working lives. For a cop, that means the daily grind, not the
grandstanding moments.
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Martin Beaudinard: the consigliere

JEAN‐PIERRE DARROUSSIN

A return to Marseille for one of Robert Guédiguian's favorite actors in the pivotal role of the attorney
friend of the two godfathers, Matteï and Zacchia. Professionally and personally, between legality and
loyalty, how long can he remain above their rivalry?

Darroussin in a thriller set in Marseille. Some people might say, Of course!
I don't want it to seem obvious. I don't want to be pinned down to a particular genre or style. What
appealed to me about 22 Bullets was the chance to work with Richard Berry. I know him well, he's a
friend. I made an appearance in his first movie, but here he offered me a great character, slightly
offbeat, with some interesting stuff to act. And I haven't done many action movies.

Is the strength of your character his contradictions?
Yes. In general, in genre movies, the characters are all or nothing, but this guy is caught up in so
many contradictions, he escapes most of the clichés. He's at the core of the crisis, the war. He's
shaken up so much on all sides that his weaknesses are gradually revealed. With him, we're talking
about the reluctance to act, but he's not really an anti‐hero. Each level of the plot has its
protagonists, and elements that conform to the character's potential. My character is easy for the
audience to relate to. He became the gangsters' lawyer, but you could easily imagine him as an
apprentice mobster in the housing projects, except that he got a place at law school... It happens!

Did you draw your inspiration for him from real or fictional characters?
Richard introduced me to a lawyer, who was a woman, so I could hardly project my character onto
her! Of course, he brings to mind Robert Duvall's character in The Godfather. Except that they're
totally different. Duvall plays a kind of Secretary of the Interior, directly involved in mafia business,
whereas the gangsters in 22 Bullets are all pretty individualistic. They're not fighting over a
neighborhood or business. It's a moral issue. I know cinema's so young that it delights in quoting
itself, but I don't have references in mind when I act. I try to avoid them.

Talking of references, could 22 Bullets have been shot anywhere other than Marseille?

No, I don't think so. Firstly, because it draws on the life of a famous figure in Marseille, Jacky Imbert.
Of course, we could have transposed it to Hamburg... But no. The Marseille underworld features
strongly in the collective imagination, in France and beyond. Playing with archetypes means taking
on the classics of the genre. Historically, being close to Italy, Marseille has had links to the mafia in
Naples and even Corsica. On top of that, Marseille is a port, so there's a lot of trafficking. And then
there's history. Before WW2, all around the port, it was the mobsters who laid down the law. After
the war, the Resistance heroes and their friends took power. Marseille is a city where adventures are
always possible, so the adventurers go there, too. It's harder to imagine adventurers in dull,
smalltown France, isn't it?

As a result, even if it's not totally invented, the movie isn't completely realistic either.
It all depends on what you have to say. Richard wants to make striking movies. He likes camera
movements and lighting. He started out in the theatre, so he reaches out to audiences on a different
level, more fairytale, more heroic and epic, if you like. And I agree that there's tragedy in this tale of
battle and betrayal.

Quite a lot of violence too...
I saw Richard at work. He tried to ensure it wasn't gratuitous—to show that the victims are people,
not just characters. I like it when a film shows that violence causes collateral damage to families,
mothers and sisters—people whose lives will be torn apart. It's important to show that.

It sounds like you enjoyed the shoot?
Yes. It went very smoothly. Richard is a director who exudes the pleasure he feels and that gives you
energy and momentum. And, as an actor himself, he senses just how far each actor can go. He's not
easily pleased. It's a good thing, I think for a director to sense he's making the movie he wanted to
make. That's how I saw it.
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Marseille and Film Noir: a dip into murky waters

Since the invention of the camera, Marseille—the "French Chicago"—has been a breeding ground for
crime movies. With its roll call of high‐profile crimes and criminals, glamour and violence, is Marseille
the gangland of popular myth or is there a more prosaic reality?

by Ariane Allard

Could it be, as Marseille‐based author René Frégni suggests, that "the blue of the Mediterranean
lights up the darkness of crime"? It's no understatement to say that in the movies Marseille equates
to a dip into murky waters. Cosmopolitan and a port, and therefore shady, its convulsions, illicit
trades and clans have over the years become a staple of the collective imagination, constantly fed
the cinema which preys on eye‐catching images. And God only knows, the harbor, even rotten to the
core, can be amazingly photogenic!
From Justin de Marseille (Maurice Tourneur, 1935) to The French Connection 2 (John Frankenheimer,
1975) via Borsalino (Jacques Deray, 1970), Total Kheops (Alain Bévérini, 2002) and now 22 Bullets
(Richard Berry, 2010), there is a long list of movies that capture the chaos and tumult of their
respective eras to make Marseille a very dark mirror. Even Marseille's most unconditional fans have
to agree this can't be pure coincidence.
Crime
Let's start at the beginning. Once upon a time... "Mobsters", "mafia", "crooks" and "hookers" are
words that have swirled around the Old Port from the 1920s, just like Marseille's mistral wind. So
many colorful figures picked up on by the movies to confirm the city's reputation as "the French
Chicago". Flim‐flam? Nobody can deny the turbulent history of this city of rebels, or even outlaws,
culminating in the rise to power of the triumvirate Sabiani, Carbone and Spirito, one elected mayor
and two gangsters.
From reality to fiction, with a number of famous gangland killings and murders in the 70s and 80s,
not everything has been exaggerated. In their excellent book, A Marseille Crime Guide, two
journalists Angélique Schaller and Marc Leras demonstrate that throughout its history "the oldest
city in France has certainly lived up to its somber reputation."
The interesting thing about the movies, even if they don't all avoid falling into cliché, is that they go
beyond the litany of killings and corruption to show why Marseille is such a superb backdrop for film

noir. At a time when sociologists suggest the city is now the "15th or 16th most dangerous in France",
its violent destiny, as captured by the movies, has made it a myth.
Symbol
Just as Marseille's mazy streets are a metaphor for crime fiction, Marseille on screen and in literature
has become a symbol of crisis in society, through the expression of a very specific Mediterranean
culture and Latin mentality.
Jeanne Baumberger, film critic and historian, explains that, "The first movie, the benchmark if you
like, the Marseille equivalent of Hawks' Scarface, is Justin de Marseille, which created the image of
the gangster and his code of honor. A paternalistic hoodlum. That mythology developed in the 30s
and 40s, confirming the Marseille‐Chicago analogy."
Things changed considerably in the 1960s. "Marseille became the ideal place for gangsters on the
lam to lay low," says Baumberger. "We see it in Godard's A bout de souffle, and also in Melville's Le
deuxième souffle." Then, in the 70s, the two French Connection movies attributed to Marseille
gruesome links with the New York mafia, while heartthrobs Delon and Belmondo left an irrevocable
mark on the city in Borsalino.
"Crucially, Borsalino picks up on the 1930s mythology," adds Baumberger, "but gives the gangster
glamour, which was never the case with Justin. As a result, the legend fascinates people, but has
damaged the city's reputation for some time to come." Which maybe explains the emergence of a
new figure in the 80s and 90s‐‐the weary cop. This is the Marseille of recession, flirting with extreme
rightwing politics, with an underworld dominated by drug dealers from the housing projects.
Goodbye to the glamour of Borsalino's handsome hoods, hello to screen adaptations of the new
gritty Marseille crime novels.
Survival
As Philippe Carrese, one of those novelists, points out, "Marseille has never been a rich city except
for a period of a hundred years after the construction of the Suez Canal. It's always been a city
keeping its head above water and integrating influxes of immigrants—a situation favorable to the
spread of illicit behavior, and to its representation in so many films noirs."
Philippe Carrese is also the director of three documentaries on major figures of the Marseille
underworld, from the Zampa family, an old‐style Corsican clan that reinvented itself in the French
Connection period, to Jacky Imbert, aka Jacky Le Mat, whose story is the inspiration for 22 Bullets.
"He has amazing charisma," says Carrese. "But then comes the myth. All I know is that there is a huge
dichotomy between fact and fiction. Not just in his case. In general terms, the police, the courts and
fiction are twenty years behind today's criminal reality. That reality is extremely tough, dangerous
and pretty scary."
So, René Frégni, who for many years ran writing workshops at Les Baumettes prison in Marseille, was
right: the blue of the Mediterranean can seem very dark in Marseille. It's easy to understand why the
movies constantly return to this port that is so fertile in amazing stories. And that's what Richard
Berry shows by setting the shooting of his "immortal" hero in the parking garage under the Old Port.
The sea, crime, tragedy, eternity... Let there be light. It's all there!

"Marseille is the symptom of a universal fever"

Marseille, city of rebels, is much more than a backdrop for 22 Bullets. Through the history of its very
specific ties to the Mafia, Richard Berry films Marseille as a cluster of deeper paradoxes.

Of course, nothing questions society's established order, and reveals its indiscretions and paradoxes
like a film noir. And what better setting than a rebellious old port whose scams and cross‐cultural mix
contain the ebb and flow of more universal tensions? Which is why 22 Bullets roots its turbulent
darkness in Marseille, not to condemn the incorrigible city or reduce it to the sum of local misdeeds,
but to situate the city in a broader context and culture. "Marseille is a symptom," says Richard Berry.
"That's where the fever is, but you can find the same thing all over France, a country of rebels and
protesters."
It's another way of looking at the convulsions of the Marseille underworld. Drawing its inspiration
from the story of Jacky Imbert and freely adapted from Franz‐Olivier Giesbert's eponymous novel,
the movie soon transcends anecdotal realism to opt for the tone and rhythm of a great fable—that of
a man on the difficult if not impossible quest for redemption. "Using a true story that's become part
of Marseille's culture, I wanted to show how your past always catches up with you," says the
director. "Your culture. Your identity. In this instance, his identity is that of a mafia godfather, but the
fundamental question is, However well you integrate, to somebody else, aren't you always a Breton,
a Jew or whatever?"
A universal question, indeed, which Richard Berry couldn't have asked anywhere else but Marseille.
"This city is a cultural crossroads, a refuge and a haven, where historically people have often come to
hide out," adds the filmmaker, who researched his movie for over a year before starting to write the
script. "But Marseille also has a real working port that generates business, unlike Nice just down the
coast." Finally, Marseille remains a rebel. A smuggler's paradise, literally, symbolically and sometimes
politically. The violence there is different. It's more passionate."
Rebellious
In Marseille, rebellion is not just a pose or empty words, of which many swirl around Marseille when
the mistral starts to blow. Fortress, pirate city, then city exempted of taxes, Marseille's history speaks
for itself—a history of centuries of independence. Every inhabitant of Marseille knows that Louis XIV
built the forts of Saint Jean and Saint Nicolas first and foremost to protect his power, directing the
canons not at any threat from the sea, but at the city itself.
"Perhaps this rebelliousness is perpetuated through the mafia," muses Richard Berry. "I guess it's
surprising that there aren't more French films rooted in that culture. With this movie, I hope to shake
things up." Because deep down, beyond this universal story of redemption and identity that is
perfectly suited to the context of Marseille, the question is, "What are the limits of our generosity?"
And if we know them, "Can we transgress them?" And there's nothing like a film noir set in Marseille
to come up with an answer.
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